
 Ask your dad for an old tie.

Stuff the tie with fibre fill.  

Use a chopstick to push it to the middle

from both ends.

When the tie is as full as you would like,

sew up the end holes.

Wrap ribbon around the small tail end of

the snake and use fabric glue hold it.

Sew on button eyes and attach a small

piece of ribbon for the snake tongue.

SNAKE BUDDY
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 Cut scrap fabric into strips.   

 Put good sides of the fabric together and

sew down the two sides.

 Leave the ends open.

Turn the fabric right side out, and then

push elastic through one piece.  Pull the

elastic ends out a bit so they can be

stitched together, and then stitch the ends

of the fabric together.        

Stitch up the ends of the second piece of

fabric and then tie around the scrunchie for

a bow.

SCRUNCHIE
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Find an old t-shirt with a good picture on it.   

Take the art canvas and lay it over the

picture on a t-shirt.  

Trim the shirt about 50cm wider than the

canvas.  

Fold the extra material around the back

edge of the canvas and staple it.

T SHIRT ART
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Look for an old tank top.  

Carefully cut fringes across the bottom of the shirt.

(Make sure the shirt lays flat so that the fringes in the

front and back line up with one another. Do not make

the fringes too thin, or they will not be sturdy enough. 

Once the fringes are cut, tie the front and back

together in a secure double knot. Start on one side of

the shirt, then move onto the next pair of fringes. Keep

repeating until the bottom of the bag is closed.

SHIRT BAG
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Using any scraps of fabric, or old clothes that your

parents say you can cut up, create a textile art picture.      

It can tell a story, be your favorite animal, or a

favourite place.

T SHIRT ART   
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Cut the foot off one old sock; you only need the top.

Turn the sock inside out and wrap one end tight with a

rubber band. Then turn right side out and fill it with

rice almost to the brim, and then wrap another rubber

band around the top.         

Shirt: Cut the heel and toe off an old, patterned sock.  

Hat: Cut the heel off another patterned sock.

Tie twine in a bow around the middle. 

Use the fabric glue to attach black felt eyes and an

orange nose.

 FABRIC SNOWMEN
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